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(1. Dai Cung Mon Gate 大宮門; 2. Ta Truong Lang 左長廊; 3. Huu 
Truong Lang 右長廊; 4.Ta Vu 左廡; 5. Huu Vu 右廡; 6. Bai Dinh 拝
庭; 7. Can Chanh Dien 勤政殿; 8. Ta Duc Lang 左翼廊; 9. Huu Duc 
Lang 右翼廊; 10. Ta Hoi Lang 左廻廊; 11. Huu Hoi Lang 右廻廊; 
12. Binh Phong 屏風; 13. Van Minh Đien 文明殿; 14. Vo Hien Đien 武
顯殿; 15. Quang Minh Dien 光明殿, 16. Trinh Minh Dien 貞明殿, 17. 
Can Thanh Dien 乾成殿) 
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Abstract 
This paper introduces the features of the ‘Can Chanh Dien’ main palace in the ‘Can Thanh Cung’ residence 
(Forbidden City, Dai Noi, Hue), with the references from the historical documents, the black and white photos and 
the results from the site investigations. 
The “Can Chanh Dien” main palace was constructed in the year of 1804 as a main working hall for the 
emperors and their cabinets during Nguyen dynasty (1802-1945). Under the Indochina War (1945-1954), it was 
destroyed by the fire in 1947, only foundation has been remained with a number of stone-made elements and 
traces today. It is one of the imperial palaces in the Complex of Hue Monuments (Vietnam) which designated as 
the World Cultural Heritages by UNESCO in 1993. (122 words) 
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1. Records and Backgrounds 
After the victory in war to Quang Trung emperor of 
Tay Son dynasty (1788-1802), Nguyen Anh, the 
descendant of Nguyen family which owned the territory 
known as Dang Trong (Cochin-China), proclaimed an 
emperor with the name of Gia Long, established the 
Nguyen dynasty (1802-1945). Soon later, he organized 
the cabinet, set up the capital of kingdom in Hue, and 
constructed the working place for his court.  
The ‘Can Chanh Dien’ main palace (勤政殿, Điện 
Cần Chánh, 正殿 , abbr., the C.C.D.) is one of the 
earliest palace in the ‘Can Thanh Cung’ residence (乾成
宮, Forbidden City, Dai Noi, Hue) was constructed in 
Gia Long 3 (1804) 1 as the ‘Thuong Trieu Chinh Dien’ 
(常朝正殿) 2 main working hall for the emperors and 
their cabinets during Nguyen dynasty (1802-1945). It 
played important role in politics, shown the power of the 
feudal kingdom in that period. It is one of the palaces of 
the Complex of Hue Monuments which has been 
designated as the World Cultural Heritages by the World 
Heritage Committee of UNESCO at the 17th section in 
December, 1993.  
Located at the central area on the main central axis of 
the ‘Hoang Thanh’ imperial city (皇城), the C.C.D. 
formed the complex of the ‘Dai Cung Mon’ front gate 
(大宮門), the ‘Ta Vu’ left wing house (左廡), the ‘Huu 
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Fig 1. Location of the ‘Can Thanh Cung’ residence 
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Fig 2. Front elevation of the C.C.D. (black and white photo 
1916-1925) 
Vu’ right wing house (右廡), the ‘Bai Dinh’ central court 
(拝庭), the ‘Van Minh Dien’ civil mandarin’s working 
hall on the left (文明殿), the ‘Vo Hien Dien’ military 
mandarin’s working hall on the right (武顯殿) and the 
‘Binh Phong’ brick screen on the back (屏風). They were 
connected together by the ‘Truong Lang’ long corridors 
(長廊), the ‘Duc Lang’ (翼廊) short corridors and the 
‘Hoi Lang’ square-corner shaped corridors (廻廊). This 
is one complex in the ‘Can Thanh Cung’ residence (Fig 
1). Compare to the Chinese main palaces, the C.C.D. has 
been thought as same scale as the ‘Bao Hoa Dien’ palace 
(保和殿) in the forbidden city of the Beijing under the 
Qing dynasty (1644-1911), or the ‘Thai Hoa Dien’ palace 
(太和殿) of the Nguyen dynasty. The C.C.D. was several 
times restored from Gia Long 10 (1811) 3, Minh Mang 8 
(1827) 4, Minh Mang 11 (1930) 5, Tu Duc 3 (1850) 6, Tu 
Duc 34 (1881) 7, Thanh Thai 11 (1899) 8 to Khai Dinh 8 
(1923) 9, and some changes under the Bao Dai period 
(1926-1945). From the late half of the Nguyen dynasty 
(1916 – 1945), the C.C.D. was used with attached 
function as the stateroom of the dynasty on the occasions 
of the national and international ceremonials.  
 
 
Through the history, the C.C.D. couldn’t avoid the 
impact from social situation of Vietnam at that time, it 
was destroyed by the fire in 1947 10 due to Indochina War 
(1945-1954), only the foundation made from stone and 
bricks are still remained which contained a large number 
of the stone-made elements and traces related to the 
changes of the C.C.D. However, the architectural feature 
of the C.C.D. has been identified based on the sources of 
documents and the results from our site investigations.  
2. The architectural features of the ‘Can Chanh Dien’ 
main palace 
According to the historical documents of Nguyen 
dynasty 11 and the black and white photos 12, the C.C.D. 
had a wooden frame, built on the foundation with the 
layer of stone piece at the boundary of itself, roofed by 
special tiles known as the ‘Ngoi Hoang Luu Ly’ (黄琉璃
瓦). Architectural feature of the C.C.D. was composed  
from the two buildings which is popular for the name of 
‘Trung Thiem Diep Oc’, the ‘Tien Dien’ front building 
(前殿) and the ‘Chinh Dien’ main building (正殿), these 
connected each other by the ‘Thua Luu’ intermediate 
structure (承霤) which supports the arris-gutter. Four 
sides of the C.C.D. were connected with the ‘Hien’ eave 
(軒). In general view, the wooden frame withstands 
whole weight of the roofs and its weight, transferring 
down onto foundation via the columns putting on the 
basement stones. 
Based on the records, height of the foundation was 
designed as 2.3 xich (尺)13 (1 xich is approximately 
424mm). Four sides of the foundation are connected to 
the stairs (three stairs along the south side, two stairs 
along the north side, one stair each along the east side 
and west side). Existed basement stones which indicate 
the row of columns are placed at the internal area of the 
foundation, the floor paved by the “Bat Trang” bricks 
primarily, changed into European style-tiles in Thanh 
Thai period (1899) 14.  
The structure of the C.C.D. was a component of 
timbers by the ‘Cot’ column (柱), the ‘Tren’ tie-beam 
(貞), the ‘Keo’ principle-rafter (架), the ‘Xa’ girder (栟), 
and the ‘Don Tay’ purlin (桁) (Fig 3). In latitudinal, the 
C.C.D. had the length of 7 ‘Gian’ compartments (間) at 
the ‘Tien Dien’ and 5 ‘Gian’ at the ‘Chinh Dien’ 15, and 
the two ‘Bo Vi’ wooden frame-units (梁架 ) were 
constructed. There were two ‘Chai’ wings (廂) at the left 
and right, the roofs connected to front roof of the ‘Tien 
Dien’ and back roof of the ‘Chinh Dien’ to compose the 
four ‘Goc Quyet’ corners (翼交架) of the C.C.D. In 
traditional regulation, the whole components were 
symmetrically arranged from the central axis 
(north-south) of the C.C.D. Longitudinally, each ‘Bo Vi’ 
disposed 8 columns which divided the length of the 
foundation into 7 spans (excluded the column of eaves). 
In this direction, it was constructed from three main 
wooden elements: ‘Cot’ columns – ‘Keo’ 
principle-rafters – ‘Tren’ tie-beams. These ‘Bo Vi’ 
connected together in latitudinal direction by the ‘Xuyen’ 
principle girders (穿) and the ‘Xa’ elemental girders (栟) 
to shape the whole wooden frame of the C.C.D. The 
feature of the wooden frame could be confirmed as the 
‘Chong Luong’ overlapped-beams (重梁) in the historic 
documents 16. There was a wooden ceiling supported by 
Fig 3. Interior of the C.C.D. (black and white photo 
1925-1947) 
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Fig 4. General view of the remaining foundation (August, 
2005) 
the small beams at the upper part of the  wooden frame 
of the ‘Chinh Dien’. At the ‘Tien Dien’, upper part of the 
wooden frame displayed its special structure known as 
‘Vi Noc’ ridge-wooden called ‘Chong Ruong Gia Thu’ 
which is a typical structure in the imperial palaces.  
The roofs were divided into layers, which traditionally 
called ‘Mai Thuong’ upper-roof, ‘Mai Ha’ lower-roof and 
‘Mai Hien’ eave-roof. The feature of roofs could be 
confirmed as the word ‘Chong Mai’ overlapped-roofs (重
簷) 17 which was a standard to distinguish the high level 
of palaces from the others. There were dragon icons on 
the top of the roof ridges and the roof corners which can 
be identified in the photos and the documents. The 
dragon icons could be recognized as the decoration 
motifs called ‘Hoi Long’ (turned back dragon) and 
‘Luong Long Chau Nguyet’ (two dragons looking the 
noon). It is considered to be a symbol of emperors and an 
universal energy.  
3. Present status of the foundation of the ‘Can Chanh 
Dien’ main palace 
The location of the remaining foundation of the C.C.D. 
(Fig 4) has been thought of its primary position, the front 
elevation faces to 155° (south-south east) from 
northbound. It is exiting with several ruins composed of 
the foundation of the ‘Duc Lang’, ‘Hoi Lang’ and the 
‘Binh Phong’. At this site, we can determine the position 
of the foundation since the two left and right wing 
houses (Ta Vu and Huu Vu) are existed. At present, the 
foundation is directly exposed in natural weather which 
is considerable amount of sunny days with a high rate of 
rainfall and humidity.  
The actual size of the foundation has been determined 
as 43.033m in width contained 9 spans of column, 
32.344m in length contained 7 spans of column, 0.983m 
in height of the south elevation and around 0.540m of the 
east, west and north elevations due to the different layer 
of the grounds. The size of the foundation can be thought 
suitable for the scale of the ‘Trung Thiem Diep Oc’ type. 
We can say that it is almost agreeable with the length 
mentioned in the records (Fig. 5, 6). In construction, 
boundary part of the foundation called ‘Bo Via’ is 
constructed from amount of stone-made elements, 
composed of the ‘Via Nen’ upper-bounded stone, the 
‘Via Than’ standing-elemental stones, the ‘Via Mong’ 
based-bounded stone and the ‘Via O Hoc’ 
faced-elemental stones to create the frame-decoration of 
the elevation. These are made from stone which is 
popular for the name of the ‘Da Thanh’ (granite 
exploited from Thanh Hoa province in Vietnam). 
Presently, the foundation contains 79 pieces of basement 
stones in total, which can be classified into 3 groups: the 
biggest group is 682mm square, the middle group is 
600mm square and the smallest group is 532mm square 
(Fig 5, 6). On the surface of the basement stones, there 
are many traces which present the diameter of columns, 
width of the door-sills, traces of lacquer and dimension 
of the boots of columns, they are still partly identified. 
Most of the original basement stones are conserved at its 
primary location (Fig. 6: A1 is missing) which show the 
dimension of the spans and the position of the columns 
(Fig. 6). In altitudinal, the height of the basement stones 
are unequal, it seems to be the lowest at the central and 
gradually higher towards to the four corners. There are 
some pieces of the tile-pavement, tile-pasted mortar on 
the floor and several traces of the doors partially at its 
position which could be identified.   
In the restoration work in 1990, it was carried out by 
the local conservation center, the floor was consolidated 
by a layer of mixed-cement, some parts at the south and 
north sides were repaired by using cements and broken 
stones tips, some pieces of the boundary stone were 
removed from its former position. The appearances of 
the restoration work mentioned above are still 
recognizable today. In a word, the foundation still keeps 
much original factors which have been conserved 
continuously since the fire in 1947. From these series of 
above mentioned factors, the remaining unique-material 
of the foundation is a great important base for 
conservation and reconstruction work for the C.C.D. 
4. Capacities of the reconstruction study 
Since the year of 1994, the Co-operation18 has attached 
special importance to the site investigations. We carried 
Fig 5. The front side of the remaining foundation which shows 
the position of the ‘Bo Via’ and decorative parts (August, 
2005) 
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Fig 6. Present status on the plan of the foundation (August, 2005) 
out the survey by the optical measurement machine for 
whole foundation and its surroundings, making 
comparative study on the exiting wooden palaces in the 
imperial city and imperial tombs, analyzing on the 
sources of document. In addition, we have investigated 
on the traditional carpentry, making interviews with 
master carpenters who still keep the traditional 
construction techniques. For further understanding on the 
internal structure of the foundation, it is necessary to 
plan the scheme for archeological excavation. In the 
coming steps, it would be constructed the experimental 
models for the understanding of the architectural 
proportion and structure.  
It can be said that the social situation in Vietnam today 
has reached a timing to carry out the reconstruction work 
for the cultural heritages. Accordingly, the reconstruction 
projects of the ‘Suzakumon’ gate and the ‘Daigokuden’ 
palace in the ‘Heijoukyo’ ancient capital city (Nara, 
Japan) have been achieved. These are good practical 
examples for the reconstruction project of the “Can 
Chanh Dien” main palace in Hue Imperial City. 
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